
Sunda 2.0

$320

EARLY BIRD TIER

Sunda 2.0
Retail: $420
Save $100

Est. delivery
Aug 2020

Product Specs

Top Features + Benefits
Spacious, freestanding 2-person tent offers the most 
livable space of any tent in its category. 

1-person, all-in-one hammock tent fully equipped to 
go aerial and take camp off unleveled, muddy, and 
rocky ground.

New structural design allows for lightning-fast setup 
and transition from a ground tent to a hammock in 
less than 60 seconds.

Redesigned tent pole architecture boosts wind 
stability during inclement weather and bolsters a 
seamless transition off the ground. 

New waterproof, integrated rainfly eliminates excess 
weight and allows for set-up in a fraction of the time. 

Unique flat ridgeline pole maximizes sit up height 
across the full length of the 8ft tent for ample 
headroom.

Two large tent doors and larger vestibules on 
opposite sides offer easy in-and-out access and 
more storage for each camper without adding any 
weight. 

Two additional tie back points at the entry and two 
windows amplify airflow and cross-ventilation to help 
manage condensation. 

Redesigned bathtub floors enhance overall strength 
and provide additional waterproof barriers to protect 
against the elements.

$345
Sunda 2.0

Retail: $420
Save $75

Est. delivery
Nov 2020

Overview
Sunda 2.0 is a 2-person tent and an all-in-one 
hammock designed to adapt to your needs in any 
terrain. Advanced weatherproof construction paired 
with a unique ground-to-air convertible design creates 
a reliable home on the trail. Incredibly versatile and 
easy to use, Sunda 2.0 equips first-time campers and 
experienced backers alike to hike farther and camp in 
unfamiliar landscapes.

7 in x 19 inPacked dimensions

Weights
Trail weight 4 lb 3.5 oz

5 lb 15.2 ozPacked weight

Modes Tent mode, hammock mode

Sunda 2.0

Seasons 3

4

Product Details
Tent doors 2

Rectangle

Included

Tent shape

Footprint

*Based on prototypes;
weights subject to change

Rainfly tieback points

4Mesh pockets

12Internal gear loops

Side windows 2

6.94 sq ft

Dimensions
Tent mode 50 in x 100 in x 40 in

40 in

50 in x 100 in

Peak height

Floor

Vestibule area

50 in x 100 inHammock mode

Floor area 34.7 sq ft

Capacity
Tent mode 2 people

Hammock mode 1 person

Hammock weight capacity 400 lb / 181 kg400 lb / 181 kg

112 inRidgeline length

HAMMOCK MODE TENT MODE


